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Expanding the Tones of Authentic Luxury
ROHL showcases five new finishes at the Architectural Digest Design Show (ADDS)
Irvine, CA – March, 2018 – ROHL, the leader in Authentic Luxury for the Kitchen and Bath
expands its finish collection with five new finishes showcasing them at the Architectural
Digest Design Show (ADDS) in New York, New York, March 22-25, 2018.
Black Stainless (BKS)
ROHL expands the finish availability of its award-winning luxury stainless
steel sink collection with the introduction of Black Stainless Steel. The color
black is already on par to be a top design trend for 2018 and black stainless
brings both the design element and functionality into the kitchen. A black
stainless finish makes a bold statement, yet is easy to maintain because it
is less reflective than traditional stainless steel and is less likely to show dirt, fingerprints or
water spots.
Satin Unlacquered Brass (SUB)
Following in the popularity of its Unlacquered Brass Finish, which features
raw brass that patinas over time, ROHL introduces for 2018, a new Satin
Unlacquered Brass Finish. Like its predecessor, the finish will pantina over
time, but its satin polish gives a smoother, sophisticated tone. Durable
and versatile, a Satin Unlaquered Brass Finish complements a variety of
styles. This finish is currently available in the ROHL Italian Campo Bath and ROHL Italian
Palladian Bath Collections.
Italian Brass (Formally known as Inca Brass)
An Italian Brass finish is polished to reflect warm tones, giving the space a
classic, vintage look. This easy to clean finish is also easy to match with all
different styles and room fixtures. This Finish is exclusive to the ROHL Italian
Kitchen and Bath Faucet Collections.
Rose Gold (RG)
Emulating its predecessor the Copper Stainless Finish, ROHL’s new Rose
Gold Finish casts a subtle pink undertone adding sophistication to any
space. This finish needs to be treated like the fine jewel it is, by patting
and cleaning it with a soft cloth. This finish is available in the Italian

Cinquanta Kitchen Faucet and 1983 Pull-Out/Pull-Down Kitchen Faucets. It is also available
for ROHL Kitchen Accessories.
English Gold (EG)
Previously known as Inca Brass in the ROHL Perrin and Rowe® Kitchen and
Bath Collections, English Gold makes an elegant statement and adds a pop
of color to the room. The finish is made using Polished Nickel that is then
covered in 14K gold. The finished product is a warm gold finish that feels
rich and luxurious. This finish is exclusive to the Perrin and Rowe® Kitchen
and Bath Collections.
ROHL will showcase these exclusive new finishes in the House of Rohl booth, 439.
About ROHL
In 1983 ROHL revolutionized the decorative plumbing and hardware industry when Ken Rohl
discovered and introduced the Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet to America. Today, all ROHL products
are still discovered and sourced from towns and villages of Great Britain, Western Europe,
North America, and New Zealand, where they are crafted to rigid specifications and uniquely
tailored for luxury homes, resorts and boutique hotels.
Each ROHL product is a statement of Authentic Luxury, where original design and a
commitment to craft come together, connecting touch of hand, truth in materials and place
of origin. ROHL is a member of the Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc.’s Global Plumbing
Group (NYSE: FBHS). For more information, please visit www.rohlhome.com.
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